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Those granted the gift of seeing more deeply can see beyond form, 
and concentrate on the wondrous aspect hiding behind every form, 
which is called life. 

- Hilma af Klint
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Everyone possesses the capacity for intuition; 

unfortunately, we haven’t all learned how to access 

this deepest of human perceptions. Perhaps this 

is due to the fact that its operations lie outside 

rational thought processes, or that it is frequently 

dismissed as mystical and unreliable. But intuition 

has in fact allowed us to connect with invisible forces, 

phenomena that are not intelligible to the naked eye 

but instead discernible through a third or inner eye …

beyond ordinary sight.

The word intuition comes from the Latin intueri 

translated as “to consider” or “to look within” and 

the late middle English intuit, “to contemplate”. 

Suggesting a simultaneous slowing down of logic 

and an intensification of feeling and apprehension, 

intuition is an ability to receive information without 

analyzing or assigning judgment. Direct and 

immediate, intuitive perception has been described 

as unconscious cognition as well as inner sight or 

insight. By contrast, instinct is more of a reaction,  

coming as it does from the Latin noun instinctus 

‘impulse’ and the verb instinguere, in- ‘towards’ + 

stinguere ‘to prick’. 

Beyond Ordinary Sight



INTUITION requires an expanded sensorium, a vocabulary of corporeal intensities and a continuum of experience 

open to flashes of insight.1 It manifests through an attunement to one’s receptivity. Through the giving of form to 

sensation, artists often work with intuition as they tap into invisible force fields around them. Jennifer Fisher in her 

introduction to Technologies of Intuition writes, “…intuition can be used strategically in a number of ways: accessing 

interior perception, attuning oneself to one’s surroundings or to other individuals, communicating ancestral 

knowledge, collaborating with trance mediums, informing aesthetic choices, effecting a means of self-transformation, 

“haunting” art history, or creating alternative networks.2 With a resurgence (or more accurately a recognition) of 

witchcraft, the paranormal, animism and the esoteric in contemporary art making, intuition is (and has always been) a 

portal to invisible worlds that are among us. It’s a matter of finding the frequency. German textile artist and printmaker, 

Anni Albers describes her relationship to material: “What I am trying to get across is that material is a means of 

communication. That listening to it, not dominating it makes us truly active, that is: to be active, be passive. The finer 

tuned we are to it, the closer we come to art.”3

Indigenous ways of knowing are important for understanding how intuition is a form 

of knowledge making and a bridge to more conventional approaches to understanding. 

The diversity of Indigenous ways of learning is nothing short of inspirational. M. J. Barrett 

and Brad Wuetherick work with the term transrational intuitions which can result in 

an expanded consciousness, and is accessible to all humans regardless of cultural 

background. Transrational intuition “may come through dreams, visions, gut feelings, 

a sudden word or phrase that pops into one’s head, a “felt sense” or an unexplainable 

awareness of the “right” answer, or way to proceed.”4 Intuitive knowing has been with us 

for millennia as evident in a range of cultural practices and belief systems. 

 
There is a deep time undercurrent here that celebrates an  

ongoing speculation of the invisible that  continues to be built upon,  
like scaffolding of knowledge practices. 

These collage assemblages, knitted together under the title Invisible Forces, are informed by what can be described 

as a genealogy of artists/intuitives. These ancestors and contemporary adepts are also part of the invisible forces 

at play in conjuring alternate worlds. Their legacy and insight are present among us, for example Hilma af Klint (1862 

- 1944), Emma Kunz (1892 - 1963), Leonora Carrington (1917 - 2011) and Erica DeFreitas (1980 - ). Swedish artist Af 

Klint’s abstract images pulsate with mystical energies. A cross between geometric designs, quasi-botanical and 

bacterial forms, her work heralded an art practice inspired by mysticism and psychic communication. Swiss artist 

Kunz considered her drawings to be holograms that could be experienced multidimensionally. British-born Mexican 

Surrealist, Carrington’s interest in the esoteric is highlighted in her limited-edition tarot card deck demonstrating 

that occultism was thoroughly knit into the fabric of her vision. She was well-versed in astrology, alchemy, Kabbalah, 

mythology, witchcraft, and tarot. And contemporary Canadian artist DeFreitas’s multidisciplinary practice including 

performance, photography, video, installation, textiles, drawing and writing, emphasizes paranormal phenomena 

through a process of amplification. All of these artists gravitate toward and draw upon a range of intuitive methods. 

To this artistic trajectory, I entangle a longstanding interest in quantum physics, especially for how it offers meta- 

phorical potential for what things might be.

How do theories from the world of physics offer up the potential  
for speculative imagery shaped by abstraction and intuition?

INVISIBLE FORCES reference those physical properties that produce phenomena such 

as weak and strong nuclear interactions, gravity, magnetism and the Higgs boson.  Some 

“action-at-a-distance” or “non-contact” forces are thought to be mediated by virtual particles 

that may exhibit quantum entanglement. These forces allow remote parts of the environment 

(and the universe) to exert a force on an object without being in contact with it. Invisible forces 

also suggest paranormal, metaphorical and social connotations as potential and probable 

influences on artistic practice. 

How is the cosmos an invisible force in our daily lives?   
In what ways does the past of deep time act as a force on our present moment?  

I link intuition with invisible forces for several reasons. More than a decade ago I read Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s 

Flow: The Psychology of Optimal Experience and discovered how the pleasure of insight often unfolds in a state of 

consciousness called flow. Typically, this is experienced through deep enjoyment, creativity, and a total involvement 

with life. Working with physicists over the last few years, I have come to appreciate the many ways that creativity is 

manifest. Artists, physicists and other practitioners come to insights through skill, repetition, attunement, and yes joy!

As an intuitive exercise and expansion of my collage making, I connect the clairvoyance of intuition with the 

complexity of physics and invisible forces by reflecting on cosmic interactions, deep time magnetism, difference and 

sameness, vibrational energies, and other mystical concepts as ideas, methods, and visual strategies. I apprehend 

through found images, themes and motifs that come to my eyes and hands through chance operations. Channeling 

physics and the paranormal, figurations emerge including archeological forms, scientific diagrams, single eyes, 

dragonflies, telescopes and magic. A ghostly abstract language, silhouettes of plants/animals/insects, keep 

appearing as an accounting of sorts, a haunting network of forces. In making these collage compositions, I tune into 

some surprising frequencies oscillating in ecstatic time, an alchemical admixture of intuitive and physical realities. 

This assembling of elements uncovers and visualizes networks of ontologies, impacts and processes. And perhaps 

it brings forward that important notion of how the interrelationships of diverse forces exist in tandem with one another. 

My desire here is to complicate and reframe re/presentations beyond disciplinary categorizations. It’s a way 

to manifest an interdisciplinarity and transrational intuition that fosters engagement across contemporary art, 

science, and esoteric knowledge practices whether through interior perception, collaborating with trance mediums, 

communicating ancestral knowledge, navigating skill, repetition, attunement and joy or accessing dreams, visions, 

gut feelings, etc. Intuitive knowing has been with us for millennia as evident in a range of cultural practices and belief 

systems. It speaks to our current moment and is part of our contemporary condition of contradiction, intensification 

and an embodied surrender to knowing and not knowing, simultaneously. This intuitive turn is a mode of processing, 

making and being that allows us to better understand the unseen, here and now. 

 
We are all connected to the invisible, we just need to learn how to see it.

1  Jennifer Fisher, Technologies of Intuition, YYZBOOKS (2007) p.27
2 Ibid.
3  Anni Albers,  “The Art/Craft Connection: Grass Roots or Glass Houses” panel, College Art Association 1982 

4  M. J. Barrett, Brad Wuetherick, “Intuition and animism as bridging concepts to Indigenous knowledges in environmental decision-making”, Transformative 
Dialogues: Teaching & Learning Journal (Volume 6 Issue 1, 2012), p.4. 
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WAYS TO ENGAGE WITH ONE’S INTUITION >>>>>

Immediate knowing without t
he process of reasoning

Looking within for direction or guidance

Recognizing reflexivity and reflection as innate forms of knowing

Attuning one’s sensorium so that all the 
senses are in sync with each other

Cultivating precognitive experiences by being 
with plants and other than human animals

Tuning awareness to sensations behind the 
sternum, the third eye and in the gut

Become something by practicing being that thing (Henri Bergson)




